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Ms. Bdenum
by John L. Smith, Jr.

     Most hailed it as an engineering triumph, but the “purest” held it as a travesty

of nature.

     Yet, New Phobos silently hung in the Martian night, glowing iridescent.  The

moon itself was originally an asteroid determined for mining and destined to

orbit just outside that of Earth’s moon, but complications inevitably arose.   

     Still, the accident—although horrific in causing the death of five

people—was fortuitous. The scientist had surmised using Faraday’s equations

that once this ‘moon’ was trapped in orbit an induction current was created

within the planet’s core. This also gave a boost to increase Mars’ spin as well.

Thus, with an electromagnetic dynamo, tidal forces, and greater gravity,

colonization of Mars began in earnest. 

     So, what happened to Old Phobos? Terraformers harvested it while Deimos,

Mars’ former second moon became the shipyard for vessels slated to travel all

over the system. 

     Almost instantly, a corporate ‘gold-rush’ leapt into action resulting in the first

dome cities completed on the planet shortly before 2099. Early cities contained

external ‘vapor farms’ which converted the methane in the soil not just into

energy for the cities, but into both water and atmosphere. Sadly, the most

destructive forces of economics, religion, and politics found their way into the

society of Mars as well.

     The cities were of awe-inspiring beauty with towering spires of silver and

floating suites of gold, which hovered near the apex of the domes. Plutarchs

found it necessary to isolate themselves in lofty platinum penthouses outside

the domes. This left massive greenspaces, parks with rivers, waterfalls, and

lakes at ground level, while housing filled several of the canyons. Museums,

galleries were harmonized with amphitheaters and markets.

     The alarm next to Molly welcomed her to the morning, forcing her to silence

noise. 

     “Good morning. Status in nominal and Jocy is being prepped,” said a voice

soft, sweetly as light began to flutter into the room. Molly looked at the nanbot

before dragging herself from the bed and to the shower. Quickly, she dressed,

grabbed some fruit for breakfast before entering the nursery. 
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     “Good morning, my Darling,” quipped Molly lyrically as she picked her daughter

up. “Today’s a big day for Mommy and you!” 

     Jocy giggled and laughed at her mother, her wispy blonde hair still tousled

from the night. Molly patted her hairs, straightening them. Noticing a foul smell,

Molly checked her daughter, found her soiled diaper, and smiled.

     “I’m sorry,” chirped the nanbot, startling Molly, “I’ll take care of that.”

     “No, I’ll take care of it,” responded Molly, “are our bags ready?” The nanbot

indicated that the luggage was ready. Molly kissed her daughter before wrapping

her warmly and walking to the door of her apartment. 

     Molly held her daughter tightly as she took one last look at the condominium

that had been her home for the past ten years. Memories flooded her mind as she

glanced at the plush, comfortable room and the view of the city—its spires,

floating palaces, and airbots and drones transporting everyone. 

     “De-activate,” spoke Molly proudly, defiantly as she turned and walked to the

glass elevator. She was nervous with millions of questions rushing through her

mind. Had she covered her tracks?
     As the elevator swiftly rose, Molly watched the Martian canyon fall away

beneath her. She tried to maintain her focus. I can do this… I can do this!
     “Ms. Bdenum,” spoke Inspector Woolf softly, icily as she entered the landing.

     “Inspector, how are you this morning?” said a shocked Molly.

     “I’m fine, but I still have a few questions to ask before you leave for the

frontier.”

     “Um, okay, mind if we discuss this while we walk to the Embarkment?” 

     “Sure, no problem,” stated Woolf with eyes suggesting that he had caught a

thief. “Now, as you know the vault has multiple protocols—retina scans, other

biometrics...”

     “Yes, and I’ve given you everything you’ve requested. Have you found some

new evidence?”

     “No, we still believe Scamarcio stole the seeds and then escaped to Deimos,”

responded Woolf, “that he is trying to sell them on the black market for other

off-world colonists.”

     “Yes,” agreed Molly, struggling with her daughter, “I’m sorry, would you mind

holding Jocy while I find our exit passes?”

     “Not at all,” answered Woolf taking the child into his arms, “anyway, we

believe he had an accomplice.”
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     Molly stopped short. She stared into the blackness of her purse. Briefly, blood

rushed to her head and she felt dizzy. After a short pause, she found the passes

and turned to Woolf with simple questioning, “Are you asking me to stay and help

you find his accomplice?” 

     “Well…” stalled Woolf, somewhat sheepishly.

     “I’m sorry; Inspector, but I’ve quit my job at Acroni Agri. I am on my way to find

a homestead, to live free from all these economic, political, and religious

conflicts,” said Molly taking her daughter back from Woolf.

     “I… I just thought,” Woolf stammered with the look of love in his eyes.

     “You’re a kind and gentle man. Any woman would be grateful to have you at

her side. But, I’ve come too far to turn back now,” remarked Molly tenderly,

flattered by Woolf’s suggestion. Molly hugged Woolf with her free arm and gave

him a soft kiss on the cheek. “I’ll let you know where I homestead.”

     “I… I understand. Be safe and I look forward to hearing from you,” responded

Woolf with sadness and a tear in his eye. Not looking back, Molly squared her

shoulders, walked to the Embarkment, and boarded the caravan to the frontier.

     Woolf struggled to fight back more tears, feeling foolish suggesting that they

continue to work on who stole billions of dollars’ worth of seeds when the

culprits were probably long gone.

     As Molly sat with Jocy on her lap, she smiled and once more checked her

baby’s soiled diaper. She breathed a sigh of relief—the seeds were safe and
secure, and soon she and her child’s future would be as well.

John L. Smith, Jr. is a graduate of Arkansas State University at Beebe. He has written several novels, one

textbook, and a translation of an ancient text. His most recent publication is “A World in Stillness Shroud”

in Uncharted, an online magazine for the campus.
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The Red Line
by Brody Smithwick

     White blankets of fog billowed over the forest floor as Jake began his morning

walk. His eight-year-old Weimaraner, Mickey, disappeared into the haze and

scouted ahead. He returned to Jake’s side every so often as if to encourage him

to pick up the pace. Mickey’s gunmetal gray coat made it impossible for Jake to

track him in the thick morning gloom. 

     The woods still slumbered causing Jake’s breathing to sound like a freight

train coming down the trail. This time last year, the trail was covered in Dogwood

petals. But now, thanks to a lingering winter, Jake couldn’t spot a single one.

They came to the first set of switchbacks. Jake gripped his walking stick tighter

as he started the familiar ascent. 

     The haze thickened as he climbed along the boot-worn trail that wrapped

around Tray Mountain. In the valley to his right, charcoal boulders covered in

seafoam lichen floated in a silver ocean of morning mist. Not once in five years of

taking this hike could Jake recall trekking through such heavy fog. A good burn

settled into his legs as he summited the mountain. Still catching his breath, he

unshouldered his rucksack and took out the blue Nalgene bottle Lilly bought him

on their honeymoon. The first gulp of water made him shiver. It was as if

someone dropped an ice cube in his stomach and commanded it to dissipate into

his veins. Had it been a warmer morning, he would have welcomed the sensation.

     Mickey, nose jammed to the earth, busied himself with inspecting the

perimeter. Jake whistled for him to come get a drink of water. Mickey obliged,

but didn’t pull his nose from the ground. Cupping his hand, and resting it against

the wide mouth of the Nalgene, Jake formed a makeshift bowl for Mickey. As the

dog drank his fill, Jake surveyed the sky to the east. On most days, he made it

here just in time to see the sun break like an over-easy egg across the horizon;

its golden light pouring across pines and oaks. He sometimes envied the rolling

hills—wishing the landscape of his own life could be illuminated so easily.

Today, the relentless fog swallowed up the vista. 

     A limb snapped somewhere in the mist. Mickey’s hackles went up and he let

out a deep-chested growl. 

     “Easy, boy.” Jake scratched his ear.

     Mickey huffed and returned to his water. Once they were both hydrated, Jake

readied himself for the descent. He shed his down jacket, capped the Nalgene,
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and shouldered the rucksack. Just like every other morning, he would drop into

Addis Gap, take a left at Little Wildcat trail, and be back at the truck by 9:00 am.

Jake concentrated on the jingling of Mickey’s collar, and the whispering of the

pines as the wind rushed through their needles—sounds he craved during the

monotonous hours of his workday.

     The steep decline leveled out, and Mickey took the gradient change as a cue

to run ahead—getting out of Jake’s line of sight. He strained his eyes to see if

he could make out Mickey’s silhouette in the fog. Instead, what he saw made

him lock his knees and come to a halt. 

     On the edge of the trail, someone had painted a thick red line on the ground.

He approached it with caution. Without taking his eyes off the line, he whistled

for Mickey. The Weimaraner materialized out of the fog to the left and hurried to

Jake’s side. Jake squatted down beside the red mark and determined it had not

been made with spray paint, ruling out surveyors or loggers as the culprits. It

was as if someone applied the paint with a brush the size of a man’s hand. The

deep red gash glowed in the darkness of the early morning. The perfect

straightness of the three-foot line captivated Jake. Someone obviously took

great care in painting the mark. As he began to stand up, he noticed another line

on the ground twenty feet from the trail. His curiosity now piqued, he left his

path with Mickey in tow to examine the second mark. 

     This line looked identical to the last one. However, it ran three times as long.

The laser-precision of the paint stood out all the more with the added length.

Jake stooped down again and now noticed that not one spec of dirt or piece of a

pine needle went uncovered if it fell within the trajectory of the line. Before Jake

could stop him, Mickey began sniffing the red streak. 

     “Hey, cut it out, Mick!” Jake grabbed his collar and pulled his nose up from the

paint. But he released the collar like hot iron when he saw the red paint all over

Mickey’s nose. 

     “What the hell?” Jake could not imagine how the paint was still wet. As he

went to touch it for himself, Mickey bolted off further into the woods. 

     “Mickey! Here boy! Here pup!” Jake used his two pointer fingers to create an

ear-splitting whistle, but Mickey plunged further into the forest. Realizing he was

not going to heel, Jake took off after him. The fog only allowed a four-foot

window of clear visibility, but Jake could still hear Mickey clambering through the

pine thicket. He called several more times, but the stubborn dog ignored him. 
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     The pines knotted together as Jake trailed Mickey further into the heart of the

forest, making it nearly impossible to take a direct line towards him. Just when

Jake thought he lost him altogether, a clearing in the thicket of evergreens

parted. Mickey sat in the middle of it staring up at a massive, lone oak tree.

Twigs snapped beneath Jake’s feet as he entered the clearing. Mickey looked at

Jake over his shoulder as if he were arriving late to an important dinner party. 

     “You...bullheaded...mu—” His sentence died when he saw the red line running

up the towering oak as far as he could see. 

     The line and the tree both became lost in eternal white fog. He traced its path

back down the trunk and onto the ground. He saw that it entered the glade from

the North end of the clearing. Mickey stared at the marked tree as if it were the

most natural thing in the world while a knot began to form in Jake’s stomach. He

tried to whistle, hoping to snap Mickey out of his trance, but his mouth was

cotton. 

     He inched closer to the tree, calling to Mickey in a hoarse whisper.

     “Mick...Mickey....” Nothing. 

     The red line appeared to be ablaze amidst the dark backdrop of the tree’s

bark. Jake didn’t take his eyes off it as he sidled up to Mickey. As he closed the

gap, a warm wave of air rushed over his body. The sudden change in temperature

was accompanied by a strong floral aroma that Jake could only liken to Wisteria,

only much sweeter without being offensive to the nose. The unique smell, more

delightful than anything he could ever remember smelling before, somehow

conjured up a million childhood memories in an instant. 

     Jake’s mind immediately attempted to rationalize these sensations. A warm
downdraft from the ridge must have carried the scent of the first spring
blossoms down to where Mick and I are standing. Yet, even as this plausible

thought ran through his mind, he knew it was a lie. Somewhere beyond his

reason, deep in the intangible parts of his being, he knew. This entire experience

and exchange of thought happened in an instant. And when he regained his

composure, he saw Mickey with what he could only describe as a smile

stretched across his painted face. 

     Without warning, Mickey reared up and put both of his front paws on Jake’s

chest and licked his face as if Jake’s head were his water bowl. Slobber dripped

off Jake’s chin as he pushed Mickey back onto all fours.

     “Down boy! What’s gotten into you?” 
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     Mickey sat back on his haunches for a moment, let out a cheerful bark, and

then began trotting around the edge of the clearing with his head tilted back just

enough to give him a regal air. Jake called to him a few times, but Mickey ignored

him and kept circling the clearing as if he were marching to a beat only he could

hear. 

     A sheen of sweat formed on Jake’s brow. The red line, Mickey’s bewildering

behaviour, and the scent were all connected somehow; he was sure of it. Jake

started to suspect that the delightful experience functioned as a sweet lure into

something sinister. He wiped his brow and turned back to the tree. His eyes

locked on the line as a strong urge to flee the clearing came over him—dragging

Mickey by the scruff of his neck if need be. 

     Then, just like a wave retreating after it has rushed upon a shoreline, the

feeling subsided and began to gradually be replaced by another impulse. Before

he realized his feet had carried him there, Jake stood within an arm's length of

the glowing red line. Its dimensional perfection and precision hypnotized him. The

rich red tone and silk-like texture of what he took to be paint, beckoned him to

reach out. In a moment of surrender, with fingers trembling, he reached for the

line. 

     The red liquid rubbed off onto his fingers. The spell of the line only increased

as he again puzzled over how it could still be wet. He rolled his fingers back and

forth and deduced that it could be oil-based. This explanation satisfied him until

he went to smear the paint on an uncovered piece of bark. It would not come off

his fingers. He rubbed harder trying to rid himself of the red stain. In his haste

and panic, he nicked a piece of bark from the line. 

     The cut into the tree did not reveal a fresh, brown piece of bark. Instead, it

revealed another layer of glimmering red. He began tearing at the red bark only to

find more and more red. Mickey circled the clearing, keeping cadence with the

unheard tune as Jake dropped onto all fours and tore at the red line on the

ground. He pulled out chunk after chunk of the red earth—dying his entire body.

As his sweat stung his eyes, and his heart thundered in his ears, he became

aware of how desperately he wanted there to be no end to the red. Surprised by

his own desire, he dug deeper and harder. Everything in his life was familiar,

routine, and reasonable. It wasn’t until he stood there digging a shallow grave

with his own two bare hands that he realized how he yearned for there to be

something more, something beyond. He wanted familiarity to be shattered into a

million irreparable slivers. 
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     Jake finally stopped digging, satisfied that he could go on for as long as he

liked and never come to an end of the red line. He crawled out of the fresh hole in

the earth and lay on his back—chest heaving. A warm, wet nose nuzzled his

stained hand. He raised himself off the forest floor, threw his arm around Mickey,

and took in the glade through new eyes. He knew he should be exhausted. But as

he sat on the edge of the shallow grave, covered in the glistening substance

from another realm—he only felt light and free. Golden beams of sunlight began

to pierce the white fog. 

     Jake started as one particular column of light broke through the cloud

covering and shone directly on the arm that clutched Mickey. Every inch of his

skin seemed to drink in the sunlight and then cast it back out; any portion of

exposed flesh radiated a brilliant hue of crimson. The air inside the glade

thrummed. He splayed his fingers outward and then formed them into a fist; a

wisp of red lightning crackled in the air around his clenched hand. New life and

power coursed through his veins. In the shadow of the ancient oak, the old Jake

and all that was familiar—died. 

Brody Smithwick is the Founder and Executive Director of  Lion Life Community, an Art and Education

initiative that provides classes to the incarcerated population of North GA. He resides in Georgia with his wife

and daughter. 
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A Million Points of Light
by John A. Frochio

     As the elevator sunk into the dark depths underground, the young intern

talked about light.

     "You'll notice the artificial light down here is very easy on the eyes. We use

the latest in soft light technology. Of course, it's still artificial, but in some ways

it's as good for you as the natural light of the sun."

     Senator Lucent listened but didn't hear. He was more concerned about what

time he had to leave to catch his flight back to D.C., given at least a solid hour

buffer to get to the airport from this remote mountainous location. This visit

wasn't on his list of highest priorities; he had more important meetings to

attend.

     Emile's small, slim frame moved excitedly as he spoke. His long dark hair

sloshed across his face and his brown eyes beamed.

     "And, Senator, it's far better for people than the permeating city lights that

people who live near the cities absorb into their bodies daily like poison."

     The Senator perked up. "Poison?"

     "There are neuro-biological studies that have clearly shown a negative impact

on normal brain activities..."

     Dr. Weston interrupted. "Now, Emile, Senator Lucent didn't come to hear

about the evils of artificial light. He's here to see how our work on restoring

vision is progressing."

     Doctor Gaylord Weston was the Administrator of Project Blindman. He had a

headful of premature white hair, like a cottonweed bush, and stood tall and

confident. His dark eyes pierced you when he spoke.

     "Sorry, Doctor, I was just pointing out how our lighting innovations have been

an important part of our work."

     "Indeed, that's true. But I believe the Senator would be more impressed

seeing for himself the results of our efforts. These cannot be described in mere

words."

     Senator Lucent nodded as his wandering mind finally caught up with their

conversation. "Yes, that's what I'm here for, Doctor.  I'm looking forward to it."

     Of course, there was that trifling issue of acquiring more government funding. 

There were lots of important research projects competing for a slice of the same

pie, and only so many slices were available.
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     The elevator landed softly as on a pillow; the doors hummed open. Senator

Lucent faced a long pristine hallway lined with doors and large windows, buzzing

with busy technicians and nurses pushing patients and equipment or scurrying

to their next appointment.

     Doctor Weston and the intern plunged into the hallway as the rush of

employees moved out of their way. The Senator hurried to catch up to them.

     Doctor Weston said, "This way. I'll introduce you to one of our first and best

success stories."

     They continued down the corridor, then abruptly turned into a room. Inside a

woman was curled up on an easy chair reading a tablet. She looked up when they

entered unannounced. She stood up slowly, revealing herself to be a young,

attractive woman with short brown hair and brown eyes, dressed casually in a

floral kimono.

     She spoke softly yet raggedly, as though waking from a pleasant dream. 

"Good morning, Doctor. Emile, how are you today? And who did you bring to show

me off to today?"

     "Mary Anne, this is James Lucent, Senator from the great state of New York."

     "Oh, I wouldn't necessarily call it great."

     The Senator balked momentarily at her frankness. Then he grinned and

reached out a hand. She took it. Warm hand, strong grip. "And how would you

describe my state?"

     She laughed. A gentle laugh. "I shouldn't say. But a great state, now that

would be Tennessee."

     "Your home state, I take it?"

     "Yes.  Which I miss very much." Her smile drooped slightly.

     The Doctor said, "Though frequently rude to our guests, Mary Anne Marduke

has been an exceptional subject. She was blind since birth due to a genetic

defect. First, we utilized nano-scale deconstructors and constructors implanted

inside her which gradually replaced the genetic composition of her DNA. Next, we

replaced the retina and optic nerve of each eye with high-resolution 3D printed

bio-constructs. She went through multiple surgeries and treatments over a two

month period."

     The Senator's eyebrows involuntarily lifted.

     "She was very brave throughout the whole process, an ideal patient. She's

now in her third week of recovery. She's been able to see as well as anyone since
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the beginning of week two. But if that isn't amazing enough, Mary Anne, show

him what you've been reading."

     She picked up her notebook and held it up for the Senator to see.

     "I can't tell. What font is that?" He leaned closer.

     She said, "The smallest.  I can get more on a page that way."

     "Damn!  I can't even read that when I'm this close."

     She grinned.

     "An unexpected side effect of our procedures. She can actually see better

than most of us."

     She returned to her seat.

     "How many have you...healed like this?"

     "Only three, two women and one man. Mary Anne has shown the most

improvement. Eight others have also experienced improved vision, though not as

dramatic. It's still very early in our understanding of the full scope and side

effects of these procedures, so we are monitoring all our patients continuously. 

As you can see, we've had remarkable successes, but we've also had failures. 

We still have a lot more work to do."

     "Well, impressive work so far, Doctor."

     "Thank you. Is it impressive enough to get us the additional funding we've

requested?"

     "We'll see. We'll certainly be giving your project serious consideration."

     "Our research is important."

     "And I agree. I'll be reporting all of this to the committee when I get back to

D.C."

     Mary Anne said, "I like to go out in the evening and look at all the stars in the

sky.  Millions of stars."

     The Senator started. "You can see the stars?"

     Doctor Weston said, "Anyone can see the stars out here, Senator. We're far

from any city lights."

     "I wish I could stay and see them. I can't remember the last time I've seen the

stars."

     She curled back on her chair. The Senator was astonished at how casually

she was taking her experience.

***
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     Later, while they were having lunch at the cafeteria, the Senator received an

alert on his phone.  His flight had been cancelled due to severe storms.

     He sighed. "Well, it looks like my wish came true." He looked up at the ceiling.

 "I was only kidding, God."

     They put him up in one of the guest rooms. When he returned from supper that

evening on his way to his room, he ran into Mary Anne. She went up to him and

said, "You stayed to see the stars."

     Rather than explaining his actual situation, he said, "Yes, I did.  Can you show

me?"

     He followed her to the elevator, rode up to the top floor, then down a side

corridor to double-wide doors which opened onto a covered veranda. The sound of

heavy rain pounded loudly on the canopy roof.

     "I guess no stars tonight."

     "No, look."

     She pointed out past the railing toward the mountains. The sky above them

was darkened by thick clouds. He stared and eventually made out a couple

scattered stars poking out from between the clouds.

     "I see only one or two stars.  How many do you see?"

     "I see millions."

     "How can that be? The storm clouds..."

     "I filtered out the clouds so I can see them better."

     He stared at her calm and smiling face. Though she was attractive, it was the

mystery of her powerful vision that suddenly intrigued him. An idea grew in him.

     He blurted it out.

     "Could you possibly go to D.C. with me tomorrow? You would be a powerful

testimony to the valuable research at this facility."

     She hesitated. Her eyes sparked fire. She looked down. "It's up to the Doc."

     "If you're willing, I'll talk to Doctor Weston."

     She looked up and smiled. "Yes, I would very much like to do that."

***

     The next day, Senator Lucent, Mary Anne, and the Intern Emile were on a flight

to D.C. She was amazed by the view from the plane. She constantly pointed out

objects that the Senator couldn't see.

     As they landed, she marveled at the White House and the Washington

Monument. She asked if she could visit those buildings.
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     "I'm not sure we'll have time, but I'll see what I can do."

     After he registered her and Emile into their hotel rooms, he arranged for a

meeting the next day with the Senate Appropriations Committee. Later he met

up with them to take them out to an Italian restaurant for dinner.

     Afterwards, as they walked the city streets, she looked up and said, "So much

light, it hides the stars."

     Her brows furrowed and her eyes appeared to shimmer. After a moment, she

smiled and said, "That's better."

     The invisible stars seemed to appear magically in her eyes.

     He looked up and saw nothing but the unfiltered diffusion of city lights.  Ah, to

have such vision as that!

    Emile said, "We better get back.  It's time to check your vitals and your eyes."

***

     The next morning they met with the Senate Appropriations Committee. 

Senator Lucent presented his report and recommendations on the Blindman

Project. He introduced Mary Anne and described her remarkable story. The

committee members questioned him.  

     The Chairperson, young Senator Carly Simitar, seemed especially skeptical

about their extraordinary claims.

     "Forgive my skepticism, but this all seems rather far-fetched, from a

magician's bag of tricks.  What evidence can you provide?"

     Senator Lucent said he would offer the medical history, sworn testimonies,

doctors' reports, and all the required facts and figures into a prepared document

for their review.

     "In the meantime, isn't Mary Anne's story proof enough?"

     "Words.  All I hear are words.  We can't see through her eyes."

     Mary Anne looked straight at Senator Simitar and said, "Isn't that everyone's

wish, to see the world through the eyes of another?"

***

     After the meeting, they went out for lunch. They went to a local Deli. Mary

Anne said it reminded her of home.

     "I've been missing home—the aromas, the sounds, the warmth of the sun. 

When I return, I'll be able to see all those things I've only smelled, heard, tasted,

and touched."
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     "You don't know when they'll be releasing you?"

     "No. They said they'll have to monitor me for a while yet. That's why my friend,

Emile, came along with me."

     Emile said, "The procedures were highly experimental."

     When they returned to the Capitol building, they encountered a small group in

a hallway discussing something loudly with Senator Simitar. The young Senator

spotted Mary Anne and took her aside. 

     "I hope I didn't offend you at the meeting. We just need sufficient

documentation before we can approve any recommendation for financial

support."

     She shrugged. "That's fine. I just came to see all the things in the world I've

missed all my life."

     "And what do you see in our city?"

     "I see—I see bright city lights and high buildings and automobiles spewing

ugly fumes and people rushing about in all directions.

     "I see you looking very nice and polished in your white blouse and blue pants,

with your long dark hair and blue eyes.

     "I see—I see the earphones in your left ear, recording everything I'm saying.  I

see the papers in the folder you're carrying, the papers that were in front of you

at the meeting, that I could read reflected in your eyes.  Alzheimer's research is a

great cause, too.

     "Now I see a man hiding behind that wall over there, watching you. Do you

know him?"

     Senator Simitar spun around.

     "He's gone now."

     "What did he look like?"

     "Husky. Dark blue suit. Glasses that darkened in the light, but I could see

brown eyes and thick eyebrows behind them. He had a tooth missing, lower right.

 He was staring right at you."

     The young Senator paled and said, "I have to go."

     As she rushed off, Senator Lucent and Emile approached Mary Anne.

     Emile said, "Are you all right?"

     "Yes.  I was just talking with Senator Simitar." Then she spoke in a low voice. 

"I think she's in trouble.  Someone was stalking her."

     Senator Lucent said, "In broad daylight?  In the Capitol building?"

     "I saw a man watching her. I saw his eyes. I saw her eyes."
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     "I'll talk with her. Wait for me in my office?"

     As Emile nodded, she said, "We'll go with you."

     He hesitated.

     "Don't worry. We'll stay back."

     "Okay. Follow me."

     As Emile mumbled his concerns, they hurried down the corridor. After making

several turns, they caught up with Senator Simitar who was confronting the

strange man.

     Mary Anne said, "Wait."

     They stopped.

     "Something is hidden in his right hand, something gleaming, metallic."

     Senator Lucent said, "They're arguing about something. I can't hear them. I

better call security."

     He pulled his cell from his shirt pocket.

     Mary Anne concentrated on the man's hand, trying to figure out what he was

holding. Without warning, he rapidly lifted his hand up. She recognized a small

handgun. Her mind screamed No! Instantly the gun exploded in his hand as it

came next to their heads. They dropped to the ground covering their faces.

     Senator Lucent called for security and medical assistance as they hurried to

help the fallen Senator.

***

     That evening they stopped at the hospital to check on Senator Simitar's

condition. At the nurse's station, Senator Lucent caught up with the surgeon.

     "She has second and third-degree burns on her face, neck, and chest. And

she's blind. The recovery will be long. At this point, we can't say whether the

blindness will be permanent or temporary. Only time will tell."

     "And the Senator's assailant?"

     "Dead. Shrapnel from the exploding gun. Does anyone know how the gun

exploded?"

     "It's baffling forensics. He never pulled the trigger, yet there was no evidence

of any defects or blockage that might have caused it. He was a former security

guard at the Capitol. She's not saying much about their past relationship."

     "We'll keep you informed of any changes in her condition."

     "Thank you, Doctor."
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***

     Months later Mary Anne was walking under a starry sky next to another

woman in a blue gown, holding onto her arm.

     "The blurriness is beginning to fade, just like you said it would."

     "Can you see the mountains clearer now?  And the stars?"

     "Yes, they're beautiful. There are so many stars. Many of them are blurry, but I

can see far more than I've ever seen before. A million points of light. Like you

said."

     "You're doing really well, Carly. I'm glad they hired me to be a caretaker here,

so I could help with your recovery."

     "I'm glad, too. You're a good friend."

     After a few moments of silence, she turned to Mary Anne and said, "You

promised you'd tell me how you did it."

     "When it's time.  When it's time."

     There was a twinkle in her eye like starlight.
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The Angry Man
by Lachlan Walter

     Jonas Cho was a man much like any other. He worked a somewhat

unsatisfying job, a job that allowed him to clothe and feed and house his family

and to luxuriate in frivolities once or twice a week. His grand dreams and desires

had shrunk to a size appropriate for his age, made nostalgic and somewhat

childish by the need to provide the necessities of life, and he only indulged them

in his increasingly rare spare time. He wasn’t particularly happy. But he wasn’t

particularly unhappy, either. Most of the time, he was just tired – ever since the

baby, a good night’s sleep had become something almost unimaginable. 

     And once again much like any other, he wasn’t a particularly angry man. 

     Lately, though, he’d found that his temper was growing shorter. He’d found

himself getting snappy, tetchy, impatient. The little annoyances and frustrations

that are a fundamental fact of life, annoyances and frustrations that should be

easily shrugged off or accommodated, had instead been instantly setting him on

edge. Something so simple as a stranger bumping into him on the footpath now

bothered him far more than it should, as if it was a personal attack rather than

an accident. The same thing happened if he was cut-off in traffic or if the person

ahead of him at the ATM or the supermarket checkout took too long. He’d find

himself cursing aloud at the car in front, or shouting at the person ahead, or just

sweating and shaking, his fists clenched and his heart beating too fast. 

     Of course, every time one of this happened, every time he lost his cool and

gave in to his anger, the sensor in his car or the sensors built into almost every

public place would start beeping. The flat synthetic voice would follow, coming

from his car stereo or from a lamppost or a park bench or a set of traffic lights or

the wall of a building or the footpath itself. The words were always the same,

only the numbers changed.

     “Jonas Cho,” it would say. “One credit has been deducted from your allotment.

Only fifteen credits remain before you are in excess.”

***

     One morning, Jonas awoke feeling slightly anxious. His workplace was

officially connecting to the grid that day, something that he had been dreading –

work had always been a place where he could vent his frustration or bend the ear

of his forgiving colleagues in an attempt to offload. But no longer. The decision
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had been made by upper management; the workers on the floor thought that it

was a ridiculous idea, the kind that could only be dreamed up by someone who

had forgotten how it felt to get their hands dirty, and forgotten what it was like

to be constantly surrounded by ringing phones and raised voices and the charged

air of people risking incredible sums of money. 

     But these workers were just grunts and their protests were ignored and they

were effectively told to either put up with it or take a walk.    

     Jonas lay in bed for a minute, trying to calm down, trying to slow his racing

heart by sheer will power. Sally, his wife, clattered around in the kitchen and the

lounge room, taking care of the baby and getting ready for their day. Jonas lay

there and listened to her make herself busy, and he felt guilty for being so lazy.

These two things combined – his fear of losing his cool at work and his guilt at

being a slack househusband – made him groan aloud, and he thought about

calling in sick. But then remembered the voice-analysis apps built into the work

phones, apps that could differentiate between a voice that was actually sick and

a voice that was lying.

     And so Jonas finally got up, even though he was still pretty sleepy.  

     He threw on a dressing gown, shuffled into the hallway, stopped at the toilet

and did his thing, shuffled into the bathroom and washed his hands and face, and

then shuffled into the kitchen and collapsed into a seat at the breakfast bar.

Sally had already made breakfast. Luther, their son, lay asleep in his crib.

     “Morning,” Jonas said to Sally.

     “Morning, Jay.”

     She set a cup of coffee down in front of him, and he took a slow sip.

     “Thanks,” he said.

     “You’re welcome. You feeling okay?”

     He took another slow sip before answering, and started to properly wake up.

     “I am now. Thanks.”

     “You sure?”

     “Sure I’m sure.” 

     She smiled at him, and then tousled his hair and passed him his breakfast.

     “Right then. I’ll leave you to get ready.”

     Sally turned away and started washing the dishes. Jonas finished off his

breakfast and his coffee, slid the plate and the cup into the sink, kissed Sally on

the cheek, and then bent down and just stared at Luther for a moment. 
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     It was times like these that he felt truly happy. Staring at his son, at the

innocence and joy in his smile, at the way his son looked at the world as if it was

only beautiful and good and bright; these things made everything else worth it.

They made him able to face the day, even if seizing it was beyond him. 

     Time ticked on, though, and so he stood back up and kissed Sally again and

then left the kitchen and had a shower. When he was done, he found that she

had laid out his suit and made him lunch. 

     “Thanks, sweetie,” he said, plucking the brown paper bag off the bench and

stuffing it into his briefcase.

     “It’s okay, you don’t have to keep thanking me.”

     She didn’t look at him as she spoke. She was feeding the baby, or trying to,

anyway – Luther was wriggling and squirming and carrying on.

     “You just take it easy out there, okay?” 

     “Okay. Love you…” 

     “I love you too,” she said, still not looking at him, still struggling with the

baby.

***

     Jonas’ mood soured before he even got to work. 

     Just before his train to the city was about to depart, another snap strike shut

his line down; running late, he returned to his car and began to drive in, only to

get stuck in a traffic jam five minutes later; after a half-hour spent crawling

along, he realised that a random inspection was the cause of the jam, and he

dutifully passed through the checkpoint and presented his papers to the droids

and narrowly avoided having his car declared unroadworthy. And when he pulled

into the cavernous maze beneath his workplace, a maze that served as its

car-park, he spent a long time circling-circling-circling while trying to find a free

spot. His anger grew and grew during the whole trip, and he occasionally cursed

aloud. Sometimes these curses were directed at other people and sometimes at

himself. They were few and far between at first, but after a while they became

steady and repetitive, until he was letting loose long streams of shit-fuck-

bastard-arsehole-dickhead, as if one word alone simply wasn’t enough to

express his rage.

     The beep of the dashboard sensor and the flat synthetic voice rang out so

often that they might as well have been some kind of strange chant.        
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     His allotment was almost empty by the time he walked into his workplace, a

suite on the fortieth floor of an anonymous grey office building.

     “Sorry I’m late,” he said to his coworkers and his boss, who were all gathered

in the conference room. 

     His boss rolled her eyes and tapped on her watch. She didn’t say “hi” and

neither did his coworkers. No-one even waved or smiled. Instead, they were all

looking into the middle distance or into their laps, and most of them were

fidgeting or tapping their feet or drumming their fingers – the room was charged

with their pent-up anxiety and barely-suppressed anger, the same anxiety and

anger that Jonas felt.

     “Sorry,” he said a second time, and then quickly took a seat. 

     Everyone continued ignoring him.

     “Okay, so that’s that,” his boss said. “You all know the drill, you all know how

these things work. I don’t expect today to go that smoothly – it’ll take a while

for us to get used to working with them, a few stuff ups are inevitable. But I’m

sorry to say that the request I put in for some extra credit has been turned down.

That means that any infractions will be coming out of your own accounts.”

     “Bullshit,” someone said.

     A beep split the air, followed by a flat synthetic voice. 

     “Lucas Shonenberg, one credit has been deducted from your allotment. Only

forty-five credits remain before you are in excess.”

     “Well, we know that they work,” Jonas’ boss said. “So let’s get to it.”

     People started leaving the conference room. Some exchanged small talk and

chitchat, while some just stared straight ahead and tried to keep it together.

Jonas trailed in their wake, dragging his feet and wishing he was somewhere

else.

     “Jonas, a quick word,” his boss said, catching up with him in the corridor.

     “Okay.”

     He followed her into her office, and she shut the door behind him. Jonas

raised his eyebrow and smiled at her.

     “Is it hanky-panky time?” he asked.

     They had worked together for years, and theirs was an easygoing friendship

with only a tiny undercurrent of sexual tension, something that they both enjoyed

riffing on when they were somewhere private.

     But this time she crossed her arms over her chest and looked him in the eye.

     “Cut the shit,” she said, barking the words. “I’m not in the fucking mood.”
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     Beep-beep-beep went the sensor.

     “Marjorie Vanderman, one credit has been deducted from your allotment. Only

two credits remain before you are in excess,” the flat synthetic voice said.

     “Cutting it a bit fine, aren’t we?” 

     Marjorie looked at him for a moment, her eyes cold. But he wasn’t intimidated

by her authority over him and so he smiled a cheesy smile, and she finally gave

in. 

     “You’re unbelievable,” she said.

     “That I am. So, what’s up?”

     “Jonas, I have to officially warn you about being late – today makes the

eighth time this month.”

     Jonas stiffened, and his heart beat a little faster. His second warning this

year. His last warning. He felt sick at the thought of potentially losing his job, a

pit-of-the-gut sickness. 

     “Jonas, you okay?” Marjorie asked. “You look a little tense.”

     “Sorry, sorry,” he said. “I’m fine, it’s just not what I was expecting.” 

     “Well, I’ve been told to crack down a bit, especially now that the sensors have

been installed. And you just happened to show up late again. So here we are. For

what it’s worth, I don’t really want to do this.”

     Jonas relaxed a little.  

     “Well, thanks.”

     “You’re welcome. And I’m serious. You’re one of our best, and you always get

shit done. So what if you’re a bit tardy every now and then?”

     Jonas tried to get some perspective; it was just a warning, after all, and if he

could keep his shit together then he wouldn’t attract another one. But the

general tension of the day made this a hard thing to do, and so he merely ended

up making excuses.

     “It’s the baby, Marjorie, that’s all. It’s a bloody madhouse in the mornings…”

     Marjorie smiled sympathetically.

     “I get it. It’s okay.”

     He knew that she didn’t get it; single and childless, she couldn’t hope to

understand his position. But still, her sympathy helped.

     “Thanks, Marjorie. Really, thanks a lot.”

     “Like I said: it’s okay. If it were up to me, I’d just let it be. But it’s not up to me

– the boss upstairs is the one calling the shots.”

     “Right.”
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     “So, consider yourself officially warned. They’ll probably keep a close eye on

you for the next few days, just to make sure that you’re not slacking off or losing

the plot. But other than that, things should be fine.”

     Marjorie abruptly picked a pile of papers up off her desk and tidied them.

     “And…” Jonas prompted.

     “And that’s all, you can go.”

     “Oh, right.”

     Jonas stood up and turned to walk away.

     “One last thing,” Marjorie said.

     Jonas turned and looked back at her. This was one of her habits, a habit that

had long amused and frustrated him – every time she dismissed someone, just

as they were about to leave her presence, she remembered one last piece of

information that she had to impart.

     “I knew it,” he said.

     “Yeah, yeah, yeah…”

     They smiled at each other, and then Marjorie became serious:

     “Look, before you go, keep in mind – if you max out your allotment and forget

to top-up and then get penalised, that counts as grounds for a warning.”

     “You what?” Jonas asked, his voice hard.

     “That’s the word from upstairs. ‘Failure to do your part and take responsibility

for your anger is grounds for an official warning’ is how they put it. Either way, it

means the same thing.”

     “You’re fucking kidding me.”

     Beep-beep-beep went the sensor, and then the flat synthetic voice spoke up:

     “Jonas Cho. One credit has been deducted from your allotment. Only three

credits remain before you are in excess.”

     Jonas rolled his eyes. Marjorie smiled at him.

     “It looks like I’m not the only one who’s cutting it fine,” she said.

***

     The rest of Jonas’ day was a disaster, a write-off, a wreck and a ruin. To him,

the world felt as if it had been dipped in treacle. His paranoia and anxiety and

short temper had left him hyper-aware and edgy: every sound was a bellow, every

movement an attack, every puff of breath a gust of wind, and everything else

seemed to pass by in slow motion. His coworkers found him to be both distant

and snappy, and he felt it himself, his mood alternating between spacy and
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aggressive. When he wasn’t staring at nothing, he was getting all hot and

bothered, the ringing phones and raised voices and beeping sensors that

surrounded him agitating him and stirring him up. 

     He quickly maxed out his allotment. 

     This freaked him out so much that he had a mild panic attack, and he hid

away in a toilet stall while he tried to calm down. He tried hard, but he couldn’t

get his anxiety under control, and so he ended up popping a pill, a mild sedative

donated by a sympathetic coworker. 

     When he emerged, he found himself in a strange and Zen-like place. It was

almost as if his panic attack had burnt out the churning emotions contained

within, and the pill was now helping to stop them from returning. His heart no

longer raced and he no longer felt as if an inner pressure was slowly increasing,

and he found himself unconsciously breathing deeply and slowly. He realised that

he felt calm. It didn’t worry him that this was the same kind of calm felt by those

who have nothing left to lose, or by those drugged insensate. Instead, he just

embraced it.            

     Five o’clock finally happened, and the changeover alarm sounded. 

     Jonas stood up and slowly packed his briefcase. With his rough edges

smoothed, he couldn’t have rushed if he’d tried, although the pill was starting to

wear off a little. He congratulated himself on staying calm, on keeping it

together, on managing to get through without another penalty, even if he had

needed a little help. He checked his phone. Aside from umpteen messages of

love from Sally and a video of Luther dancing, there was nothing. He felt a sense

of anticipation; he couldn’t wait to get home. Not just because he couldn’t wait

to see his wife and child, but also because he couldn’t wait to settle his account

and top-up his allotment. Without constantly worrying about incurring another

warning, tomorrow would be a better day, and taking care of it first thing would

mean that he could actually relax with his family for once.

     He left the office and waited with his coworkers for an elevator. 

     Some of them made small talk and some of them just stood there. Jonas

ignored the small talk and ignored his coworkers. He pulled out his phone and

watched a video of a kitten playing with a puppy while he waited.  

     “About time,” he muttered to himself as the elevator finally stopped at his

floor. 

     The doors yawned opened, and people politely pushed their way out as others

politely pushed their way in. Jonas hung at the back and waited some more. He
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felt his Zen-calm recede a little further as he was jostled and shoved. The pill

had really begun to wear off. 

     He boarded the elevator and tried not to think of cattle or sardines. 

     It took a long time to reach the ground floor. Jonas hung back and let

everyone else leave first. Beyond the elevator doors was a dense throng of

people that filled the lobby – the second-shift had started to arrive, and they

were heading in as the first-shift were heading out. There was no order to the

movement; no queues or lines separated those who were exiting from those

entering. Jonas tensed as he looked at the multi-limbed, many-headed beast. He

swore under his breath and clenched his fists, almost unconsciously, barely even

realising that he was doing so. His heart began to beat harder. 

     Beep-beep-beep went the sensor.

     “Jonas Cho. One credit has been deducted from your allotment. You are in

excess, and are required to top-up your allotment immediately. Failure to do so

before incurring another penalty will result in the notification of the police,” the

flat synthetic voice said.

     Jonas tensed further and opened his mouth to swear again, and then suddenly

thought better of it. It would look pretty stupid if he blew his last chance in

exactly the same spot as he blew his second last. He wished that he had

another pill, and then took a series of slow and deep breaths. 

     This seemed to work; neither the sensor nor the flat synthetic voice sounded

a second time. 

     Jonas smiled to himself, and then got to it. He fixed on someone just ahead of

him who was also leaving the building, and trailed in their wake – they cleaved a

nice path through the crowd and all Jonas had to do was keep up. He whistled

while he walked, feeling a little better about everything, and soon found himself

at a set of automatic doors leading outside. He waved his right hand in front of a

scanner next to them. The scanner’s artificial eye blinked slowly and then glowed

an unbroken green; a chime sounded and the doors opened. Jonas stepped

outside, and the doors shut behind him with a sudden show of force. 

     It wasn’t until he’d melted into the crowd filling the footpath that he

remembered driving to work and parking in the cavernous maze beneath the

building.

***
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     Jonas groaned aloud, his stress-induced forgetfulness annoying him, his

frustration with life in general made plain. He turned on the spot, aiming to head

back inside, and walked into someone. This stranger – a beefcake gym bunny,

more cinder-block than man – brushed Jonas aside, knocking the briefcase from

his hand. 

     It crashed to the ground. Its latches popped again. 

     Jonas crouched down as papers and documents fell out only to be snatched

away by the wind. He reached for them, trying to wrestle with nature itself, but

almost immediately realised the futility of his actions and gave up. He turned and

started gathering up the other odds and ends strewn across the footpath - pens,

a pair of sunglasses, a diary, a set of keys.

     The whole time, he tried to think calm thoughts. He tried to think of that

prayer his doctor had taught him, the one about accepting rather than fighting

the things we cannot change. 

     To passers-by, he looked like someone curled up in a foetal ball on the

footpath. 

     Jonas finally got to his feet and started walked. He once more found himself

at a set of automatic doors leading into the building. He once again waved his

right hand in front of a scanner next to them. The scanner’s artificial eye blinked

slowly and then glowed red. The doors stayed shut. Jonas stopped and took a

deep breath before trying again. Still, nothing happened. Jonas tried a third time.

Nothing. 

     He knocked hard upon the doors. No response. He knocked again, and again

and again.

     A violent alarm started wailing and a plasti-steel shutter started descending

in front of him, moving so fast that he had to take a quick step back. He looked

around nervously as the alarm slowly died away and the shutter slowly retracted,

and tried to spot the CCTV-camera that would have let security know that

everything was okay. 

     The doors suddenly opened and a guard in a black uniform strode outside. 

     “Sir, please step away from the building,” the guard said. 

     Jonas dropped his briefcase and held his hands up in front of him.” 

     “Sorry, sorry,” he said. “I’m not trying to cause any trouble, I just want to get

my car.”

     The guard looked Jonas up and down. He took a scanner from a pouch on his

belt and smiled.
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     “Hold out your right hand,” he said.

     Jonas did as he’d been told and the guard waved the box over his palm. An

electronic trill brightened the air for a second, and the guard consulted the

scanner’s screen. His expression sharpened. He scrolled through something, and

then smiled at Jonas. 

     “You’re clean, Mr. Cho, despite being in excess of your allotment. You can

relax.”

     Jonas dropped his hands and picked up his briefcase.

     “Okay then, state your business,” the guard said. 

     “I’m part of first-shift. I had a rough day, with the sensors being installed and

all that, somehow I forgot that I drove in.”

     Jonas smiled, both embarrassed and amused by his behaviour. The guard just

frowned at him.

     “Once you’ve swiped out, you’re not technically allowed back in until your next

shift,” he said.

     “But can’t you just buzz me through this once? Please – it’s been a horrible

day, I just want to get home.”

     “Maxed out today, did you?”

     “Yep.”

     The guard looked away, at the crowd streaming past the building. He frowned,

and then shook his head as if making up his mind. 

     “Look, I’ll be really quick,” Jonas said. “The changeover has to be ending soon,

and I don’t want to get caught out.”

     The guard didn’t look at him.

     “Please…”

     The guard finally looked back. He met Jonas’ eye and his frown etched itself

deeper into his face. And then he winked.

     “No worries, I’m just messing with you.”

     He stood to one side and the doors opened.  

     “But you’d better hurry.”

***

     Jonas made it to the elevator without incident. It seemed to take a long time

for one to arrive, even though it really only took a minute or so – Jonas was so

keyed-up that once again the rest of the world felt like it was moving in slow

motion. His heart beat fast and hard. He watched a digital panel on the wall
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slowly count down, and he crossed his arms over his chest and resisted the urge

to tell it to hurry up. By the time it arrived, a crowd of second-shift workers had

gathered. Hemmed in, Jonas still somehow managed to keep it together. Once

aboard, he had no choice but to ride the elevator all to the way to the top floor

with them. He breathed a sigh of relief as it finally began descending; he was

cutting it fine, and he hadn’t started looking for his car. 

     To his surprise, he found it with little effort.

     He waved his right hand over the lock. It beeped twice and the door slid open.

He threw his briefcase on the passenger seat and clambered in. He buckled up

and placed his thumb on the ignition pad. He pressed a button below the pad,

selecting ‘manual’ rather than ‘automatic.’ An alarm sounded and a synthetic

voice came over the car’s speaker system:

     “Jonas Cho, you now have one minute to vacate the building. Failure to

comply will result in an automatic disabling of this vehicle.”

     Realising just how fine he’d cut in, Jonas backed out in a hurry. He turned too

sharply and scraped his car along the concrete barrier. He almost lost it at the

cascading clusterfuck that his day had become, but in the end, he resisted the

urge to punch the steering wheel, and he swallowed his wordless scream. He

headed for the exit and made it outside with bare seconds to spare.

     The whole time, he clutched the steering wheel hard, his knuckles white. 

     He drove on, taking the tunnel out of the city. Traffic was reasonably light, and

so he began to calm down a little. After a while, he took his usual exit and ended

up on a quiet inner suburban street. He took a right and a left and then another

right, working through what he considered his own personal rat-run and ending

up on a main thoroughfare.    

     He cruised along and soon began to whistle tunelessly. 

     His whistle died away mid-note as he crested a steep hill and was forced to

stop at a sudden snarl of peak-hour traffic. He waited, engine idling. In the space

of two minutes, he moved forward a single car-space. Without even really

thinking about, almost moving automatically, he hit the horn. But nothing

happened.

     “Jonas Cho, no threat to this vehicle has been detected,” a synthetic voice

said over the car’s speaker system. “Consequently, one credit has been deducted

from your allotment. You are in excess, and are required to top-up your allotment

immediately. As this is your second warning, you are required to pull over as soon

as possible and wait for the police to arrive.” 
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     Jonas coughed up the wordless scream that he’d swallowed, and he finally

punched the steering wheel. He punched it again and again and again. He lay into

it, showing the inert piece of plastic no mercy. He let it all out: all his anger and

frustration, his pent-up rage and his bitterness and disappointment. He found a

physical release for it, a release that hurt no-one. He enjoyed it. He enjoyed

finally giving in.  

     “Fuck fuck fuck fuck fuck fuck fuck!” he cried. 

     “Jonas Cho. Seven credits have been deducted from your allotment. You are

now...”

     The synthetic voice stopped mid-word, because Jonas pulled a pen from his

pocket and jammed into the unseeing eye of the dashboard sensor. A smell of

burning plastic and a cloud of acrid smoke briefly filled the air.

     “Manual drive disengaged,” the synthetic voice said over the car’s speaker

system. 

     The car suddenly began reversing out of the snarl of traffic. Jonas jerked on

the wheel but nothing happened. He stamped on the brake but nothing happened.

He gave up, and closed his eyes and folded his hands behind his head. His fate

was out of his hands, and he just metaphorically stood aside as the car changed

lanes and then slowed. 

     It changed lanes again, and came to a rest on the side of the road. The doors

locked themselves with an audible ‘thunk.’

     “Please remain calm,” the synthetic voice said over the speaker system. “The

police will be with you shortly.”
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The Grove
by Victoria Dalpe

     When I was five, I asked my mother where we go when we die. The memory is

quite vivid, even down to the soft touch of her fingertips as her hand cupped my

face. Her smile as I looked up, both sweet and sad. She’d been sick for a time, a

wasting illness that had whittled her down to skin and bone. A glamorous

woman, she often wore robes, luxurious silk kimonos. She kept her long curling

hair loose and wild around her face. 

    “When I die, I will go into the ground. I will sleep forever and my dreams will

become flowers and grass and mud and beetles. My breath will become the wind.

My tears the rain. And my love will be the sun that warms your skin.” I

remembered smiling, liking the imagery. I went off to play, my question satisfied,

and if she wept as she watched me through the window, if she felt sadness for

leaving me, for loving me, it was hers and hers alone. 

    When, a few months later, she lay on her death bed, smelling of sweet

sickness, her hair was all gone. Still glamorous, her bald pate was wrapped in

shining scarves. I sat by her bedside and held her hand. I remember her hands so

clearly because they were rough and crooked like a bird’s claw. They were not

the beautiful, soft hands bedecked with rings that I’d loved. But I held them all

the same. I feared the future.

    “When I die, will I go into the ground to sleep as well, with you?” I asked her,

voice small. The realness of her impending death sinking in the more I looked at

my mother. Her skin was taut across her skull and her lips were pulled back,

revealing rapidly yellowing teeth. She looked like a monster, a mummy. 

    “No, my dear, not you. You will never die. You are something else, something

magical and mysterious. Something I found and took with me, to raise and love.

Though I realize now how selfish that was, as I’ve had barely five years with you.

I wanted so many more.”

    “I will never die?” I asked then and I remember being relieved. I didn’t want to

waste away like my poor mother. It was clear that every moment she spent
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clinging to life was a painful one. Knowing she fought the grave to spend more

time with her daughter was both beautiful and anxiety-causing to one so young. I

hated being the reason she suffered.

    “No, my dear. Your body may break or be destroyed, but then you will wake, a 

few miles from here, in a beautiful grove. That’s where I found you five years ago.

I was out walking and although I’ve lived in this house my whole life and walked

the woods out back for just as long, I became lost. I wandered for hours, until I

found a grove. I stepped over a circle of bluebells and then… I was there. The

ground was emerald green moss, soft as velvet, the trees tall and unlike any I’d

seen, and hanging off a branch in the center, was a cocoon. Like a wasps’ nest,

only iridescent like a raven’s wing. I touched it and when I did, it cracked open,

and inside there you were. A perfect baby. You looked up at me and I knew you

were to be my daughter.” 

    Even to a child of five, who believed in the magic of the world and the

monsters beneath beds, this story seemed fanciful. I recall wanting to call for

the nurse, who’d been in and out, cleaning and cooking. But she was outside,

getting the mail, I could see her out the window, down the long driveway. 

    “When you were a toddler, I foolishly answered the phone when you were in the

bath.” She paused to lick her dry teeth with an equally dry tongue. “I was only

gone a moment, mere minutes, but when I returned you were face down, drowned

and dead. I was so sad, so horribly sad. I bundled your tiny body in an afghan and,

for some reason, I carried you to the woods. In my grief I found the grove, I know

it was only because it allowed me to. In the grove, another pod, bigger this time. I

laid your little form on the moss and ferns and went to the pod. It opened just as

it had before, and there you were, exactly as you were that day. You said ‘mama’

and reached for me. I thanked the grove and promised to never let anything…”

She trailed off, both from tiredness and sadness. “I can’t keep that promise, my

sweet girl. And for that I am eternally sorry.”

    She died that night. In the morning, I was alone, and an orphan. No father was

ever named on my birth certificate, so I went to live with my mother’s estranged

older sister. She was kind enough, in her way, and raised me as best she could. I

often wanted to ask about my mother and about the strange story she’d told me
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before she died, but I lacked the courage. As I grew older, the mystery of the

grove, of me being born out of a cocoon, became a sad story a sick woman told

her daughter, to protect her from death. I grew up and moved on. But it would be

a lie to say I don’t wonder. At my adopted mother’s funeral, it was impossible to 

wonder if I would ever lie in a pine box and sleep in the earth, or if I would just

wake up, restored and intact, in a magic grove somewhere. 

    And the chilling reality that I wouldn’t know until I died. Or didn’t.

Victoria Dalpe is an artist and writer based out of Providence, RI. Her dark short fiction has appeared in various

anthologies and her novel, Parasite Life came out in 2018 through ChiZIne Publications. She is a member of the

HWA and the New England Horror Writers. This summer, Victoria co-edited the Necronomicon 2019 Memento

Book with Justin Steele.
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Out To Launch
by Kimbra Lauren
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Pure Cubism #5
by Alex Nodopaka

Alexandre Nodopaka originated in Kyiv, Ukraine. Speaks San Franciscan, Parisian, Barcelonan, Kievan, &

Muscovite. Mumbles in English. He propounds having studied at the Ecole des Beaux Arts, Casablanca, Morocco.

Presently full time author, visual artist but considers his past irrelevant as he seeks new reincarnations.
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Purgatory
by Cory Graham
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Roof, Night
by Christopher Woods

Christopher Woods is a writer and photographer who lives in Chappell Hill, Texas. He has published a novel, THE

DREAM PATCH, a prose collection, UNDER A RIVERBED SKY, and a book of stage monologues for actors, HEART

SPEAK His photographs can be seen in his gallery -http://christopherwoods. zenfolio.com/ . His photography

prompt book for writers, FROM VISION TO TEXT, is forthcoming from PROPERTIUS PRESS.
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Martian Sunrise
by Terrence Sykes
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Argonaut 
by Terrence Sykes

upon the martian dawning

clouds clutter canals

apparitions arise

blazing wild mustard

fallowed fields

day goes forth

from that unknowing

my birthplace

merely chronicled

upon a morning star

Terrence Sykes was born and raised in the rural coal mining area of Virginia.  This isolation brings the theme of

remembrance to his creations, whether real or imagined.  His poetry - photography - flash fiction has been

published in Bangladesh, Canada, Ireland, India, Mauritius, Scotland, Spain and the USA 
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The Most Egregious Crook
by Edward Kline

My loved ones have not died - they await me!

Down beneath the conniving dirt of the cemetery.

Or deceptively placed behind cold marble slate,

in the Mausoleum - where I left them,

convinced that they had met their last fate.

But Death is the most egregious crook!

Which is why I’ll dig them all up and have another look.

Our time together, I don’t believe it has concluded.

Grandmother! Cousin! Brother! Dearest Friend!

I know “morticians” and “medicine” have colluded.

So, I’ll rip open their caskets and expect to see,

In each, nothing but big smiles just waiting for me.

And we’ll dance and we’ll sing and pay no mind,

to the nauseating breeze or the insulted crows,

sick with envy to see that we know - how to leave Death behind.

Edward Kline is a poet and short story author who resides in Boston, Massachusetts.
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Speculative Fiction
by Mike Turner

Look ahead and pick a date

Upon the future speculate

Where will we find mankind hence?

Will the world then make more sense?

Might we travel to the stars?

What about those flying cars?

Will we end disease and war?

Bring wealth to the desperate poor?

Find ourselves secure and free?

What might imagined future be?

While languid dreaming can be fun

Such notions are but idle ones

Change won’t come through fancied thought

Only from acts are ideals wrought

Speculation’s merely fiction

Advancement comes through firm conviction

So let’s resolve to start today

To make ourselves a better way

And join in purpose to avow

To change our future – here, and now

Mike Turner retired from a career in Federal investigations to the US Gulf Coast, where he took up songwriting

and poetry. His songs in blues, folk, country, Christian and rock genres have played on broadcast and Internet

radio in the US, UK, Europe, New Zealand and on the Armed Forces Radio Network. Mike was named Male Gospel

Entertainer of the Year by both the Alabama Music Association (2016) and the North America Country Music

Associations International (2017). His poetry has been published in several on-line forums.
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From Afield
by Travis Stephens

My kingdom is the edge of the field,

 the narrow groove 

of the dead furrow.

All grass is above me.

All sky is staring

at my mid-mouse nose

twitching, finding

 dust

 a thistle bite

 dirt like bile.

From the dead furrow

the creaking corn

is laughing

leering at the shadow

growing larger. 

Hide in the rows 

if you dare.

They will tell the crows;

they will invite the fox.

From the dead furrow

the night looks familiar

if not safe.

 Firefly

 star

 a moon’s lazy smile.

When the dew comes late

I drink.

Another day.

Victory.

Travis Stephens is a tugboat captain who resides with his family in California. 

A graduate of University of Wisconsin-Eau Claire, recent credits include: GYROSCOPE REVIEW, 2RIVER, GRAVITAS,
SHEILA-NA-GIG, RAW ART REVIEW, CROSSWINDS POETRY JOURNAL, TINY SEED LITERARY JOURNAL, CIRQUE,

APEIRON REVIEW, and THE DEAD MULE SCHOOL OF SOUTHERN LITERATURE.
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Sestina for a Science Fiction Novel
by Juleigh Howard-Hobson

Let’s say people were able to be shipped,

En masse, to Mars. And that there were places 

Set up for them there. Not suburban clipped 

Lawn places, of course, but nice new spaces 

For them to live. Lots of them, too. Clean, bright 

With atmosphere and weather, day and night.

 There would be bars to go out to at night

 After working all Marsday. Bars that shipped 

 In food from Earth, and that featured the bright 

 Lights and loud clatter of old world places,

 Bars that made it feel like outer-spaces 

 Weren’t so far away from home, but clipped 

 Like an appendage to it. Paper clipped 

 Is a good way to imagine it. Night

 Time would be the worst time, then the spaces 

 Between Mars and Earth would loom large. Each shipped 

 Soul would probably find the foreign places 

 Of their new planet bleak, despite the bright 

 Shiny new features of their brand new bright 

 Shiny world. They would find that the fake clipped- 

 On aspects of the bars in the places 

 Between their Marsday work and their Marsnight

 Fell kind of short really quickly. They shipped 

 Out with limited prospects: make spaces 
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 For humanity because the spaces 

 And futures left on Earth were not that bright 

 Anymore. It would have seemed good—be shipped 

 Off to Mars, still umbilically clipped 

 To Earth through flight paths and satellites. Night

 After night, they could go to high places 

 And stare down at Earth, see former places 

 They left for good. The thing about spaces 

 Is, they’re really big. It would take one night

 For the group leaders to know that their bright 

 Shiny Mars mission was only a clipped 

 Ad from a newspaper. They had been shipped 

 To new places alright, the bars were bright 

 Spaces alright. And that was it. Lives clipped 

 Into the big good night. Nothing re-shipped.

Juleigh Howard-Hobson’s work has appeared in Eye to the Telescope, Dreams & Nightmares, Songs of Eretz, Polu

Texni, Eternal Haunted Summer, the 2018 Rhysling Award Anthology, and many - many- other places.
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Poems

by Vivian Wagner

Poem of the Future

Do not read this.

Go outside

while you 

still can.

Waking Up

Death might, 

in the end, be like 

a lover leaving a bed

as the sun rises

and walking

toward a day 

not nearly as warm 

and comforting 

as the world of

mussed sheets and 

soft arms, but yet

entrancing, with its 

wild, starlit birds.
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A Crow’s-Eye View

A woman and dog pass,

far below, looking up.

The sun, as always, rises.

This walnut tree supports me

in its frayed edges.

The clouds, meanwhile,

are tinged in pink.

A few maples are

starting to turn color.

The creek’s slowed.

Nothing and everything

is as it seems.

On the other side of the road,

a cemetery beckons.

The woman can’t see it,

but I can.

The crickets hum,

and a truck jake-brakes.

All is spinning.

All is done.

All is just beginning.
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Emily Dickinson Plays in a Rock Band

The Music—

there, around the bend,

like the whistle of a 

distancing Train—

bids me to

follow and

find where it leads,

or where it does not.

After Alaska

Salmonberries are plump red planets,

and you’ll remember them long 

after you take off and land elsewhere—

on the beach at Dry Bay, maybe, 

where razor clams breathe 

through holes in gray sand,

and a mother bear watches as you

arrive and then fly away, standing 

on her haunches while her cubs

run ahead, knowing there’s all 

the good in the world in that place,

especially once you’re gone.

Vivian Wagner lives in New Concord, Ohio, where she’s an associate professor of English at Muskingum

University. Her work has appeared in Slice Magazine, Muse/A Journal, Forage Poetry Journal, Pittsburgh Poetry
Review, McSweeney's Internet Tendency, Gone Lawn, The Atlantic, Narratively, The Ilanot Review, Silk Road

Review, Zone 3, Bending Genres, and other publications. She's the author of a memoir, Fiddle: One Woman, Four
Strings, and 8,000 Miles of Music(Citadel-Kensington); a full-length poetry collection, Raising (Clare Songbirds

Publishing House); and three poetry chapbooks: The Village (Aldrich Press-Kelsay Books), Making (Origami Poems

Project), and Curiosities (Unsolicited Press).
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Waiting
by Carl "Papa" Palmer

has it been two days, four, 

a week, each day, every day

all day in this room

me sitting 

waiting

watching

you pacing 

stopping at the window

now taking your regular seat 

to watch me pace

look out the window 

sit again in my same seat

neither speak

has spoken 

what's to say 

you wait

I wait

both of us

waiting

waiting for the waiting 

to end

Carl “Papa” Palmer of Old Mill Road in Ridgeway, Virginia, lives in University Place, Washington. He is retired from

the military and Federal Aviation Administration (FAA) enjoying life now as “Papa” to his grand descendants and

being a Franciscan Hospice volunteer. Carl is a Pushcart Prize and Micro Award nominee. 

MOTTO: Long Weekends Forever!
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The Celestial Argument
by Maurice Humphrey

In the beginning the Sun brightened the day while the Moon watched over

the night. But, once a month, when the night is dark, the two got together to

talk. 

There’s nothing that I don’t see,

The Sun boasted to the Moon's pale face. 

The Moon was not impressed, 

And she haughtily replied.

I see things you'll never know, 

When the stars come out to play,

Things that never show, 

During the light of day.

The Sun was aghast to hear the news, 

And he boiled off a flare or two. 

You bask in my radiance, he suddenly roared, 

And tell me of things I don't know? 

So tell me this, he hotly replied,

As he pulsed with irritation. 

Just what have you seen, 

At night in your own pale glow?

You know I always face you square, 

And wouldn't lie to you, 

But there's a side of me you'll never see, 

No matter how you glow.

My other side has its own views, 

And thinks of different things. 

And plays all night with the stars above, 

Until the morning dew. 
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Sometimes I even get to watch, 

when I’m looking down. 

And then I see what you do not, 

In the light of my pale glow. 

Behold my companion,

The moon smirks at the sun.

Indecision marks her mood,

As she moves away from you. 

Her mood is cold and lonely as, 

Her thoughts turn toward the fall. 

As daylight dims, the snow will fall,

And she’ll drift further away from you.

But she always comes back,

The Sun gruffly replied, 

And the cold winds of winter, 

Will fade to Spring!

She’ll bask once more, in my warm glow, 

And the flowers will bloom again. 

She’ll come back to me once more, 

Just to feel my glow.

But, as usual, you overdo it, 

The moon softly replied. 

And as before, she’ll move away, 

As the leaves begin to fall. 

The Moon isn’t done yet, merely waiting as the Sun mulls over just what

she has said. “And the snow will fall again…” she taunts.
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Enough, the sun fiercely flares. 

This argument has no end!

And reflecting his molten face,

The Moon’s glow turns toward red. 

There was once another, 

That sought to tease me so. 

You see my close companion here?

I bathed him in my glow.

True enough, the Moon replied, 

And look at what you did. 

All that’s left is barren rock, 

That looks like a lump of…Oh!” 

Suddenly the Moon realizes her time has come to an end. 

“Well…?” the sun asks impatiently, throwing off a few more flares.

“Such a hothead,” the Moon mutters, fading from sight, “Some other time.

In the meantime, just think about it, OK?” 

Then, like a wisp of smoke, she disappears from sight.

“What?” the Sun roared again, “I’m not done talking to you. Come back

here you…”

I have been reading sci-fi and fantasy since high school. Now, almost sixty years later I’ve started writing Science

fiction; novels, short stories, and a few works of poetry.
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Poem 1
by Simon Chiatante

This old decanter, emblem of the night

That many had lulled or led to love and fight

With earthy lymph, with its rich ruby blood

Again has summoned me, and veiled my sight.

Although I was born in the far South of Italy. I graduated in Foreign Languages and Literature and I’ve always been

particularly fond of German and British romantic poetry and gothic literature. But my new life in China as a

teacher gave me the chance to discover a completely new natural and poetic universe, which I became a part of,

diving into Taoist and Zen literature. I have just self-published my first collection of poems "Floating Petals",

inspired by this new Asian experience.
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The Fire This Time
by Mary K O'Melveny

Desert boundaries shape shift like werewolves. 

Sometimes, they move slow as a seed unfolding 

to blossom.  Other days, it happens quick 

as a knife slash or a Bedouin tent 

folding at dawn.  Even in rain, oases 

shrivel up like belated apologies.

Saharan sands will surely land in Kansas.

As they expand to every crevice,

sift through kaftans across continents,

settle in hair and eyes, will we all sink,

parched, blinded, survival skills swept away?

Before too long, we could become Mars.

As fables are told, retold, voices slip slide

across barren ground, nestle in cracks

grown wide as riverbeds.  We never saw it
coming, someone claims as dust drifts down

from ancient stars to lands where villages

once glistened under rays from a red sun.

I am a retired labor rights lawyer living in Washington DC and Woodstock NY. My poetry has appeared in many

print and on-line journals and on blog sites such as The New Verse News and Writing in a Woman's Voice. My

chapbook, "A Woman of a Certain Age," was published in September 2019 by Finishing Line Press. I am a

co-author of "An Apple In Her Hand," an anthology of writing by The Hudson Valley Women's Writing Group (Codhill

Press 2019). My poetry collection, "MERGING STAR HYPOTHESES," will be published in January 2020 by Finishing

Line Press.
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The Only Uncorrupted File
by J.E.A. Wallace

Do not attempt to rescue us

We are the haunted and the damned

This planet’s city lies in ruin

Upon still smoking land

And even though some live in hope

We implore you to ignore us

For you could never reach us here

Inside our poisoned fortress

We enclose a file of things we wish

To save from our destruction

Though this poor poem should be read

Only as introduction

The other monks entrusted me

With what passes for our wisdom

So it could live beyond our breath

Far from our deathly kingdom

They said to write a simple note

There wasn’t that much space

But an as-yet-unpublished poet

Had a chance to seal his fate!

And persuade you of the triumphs

This colony had seen

Before we tore ourselves apart

In what seems now but a dream
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But nobody was sleeping then

There was too much anger

A righteous fire that burned inside

The guts of every neighbour

I believe we were much more

Than our pointless, grubby end

We built a city out of nothing

And made this world our friend

So read of us before we were

The haunted and the damned

But please remember my advice

Do not attempt to land

J.E.A. Wallace has been a hotel night porter, an abattoir security guard, and a barman in The House of Lords. Born

and raised in England, he now lives and writes in New York City. His debut full-length poetry collection “Are You
Hurtling Towards God Knows What?” is available now from Unsolicited Press.
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